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Abstra t: We report on a ase study that evaluates a top-down design approa h geared to the
wireless sensor network (WSN) domain. Starting from a high-level spe i ation tool based on
the DisCo system, we evaluate an intermediate level of modeling based on an FSM automaton
des ription using two types of tools and translation methods. The rst is a simulation and
oordination environment, and the se ond is a timed-automaton form with the UPPAAL tool.
In both methods we in orporate model omponents that represent the environment, resulting
in a more realisti operational estimate of the design by simulation and in reasing our ability to
analyze the feasibility of various design fa ets, i.e., real time behavior, energy use, omputation,
memory resour es et .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are instan es of highly
distributed, large s ale, unreliable systems. Individual
nodes are simple omputing devi es with severely limited
resour es. In addition, the wireless medium introdu es
ompli ations, su h as sensitivity to the physi al onditions in the form of hannel interferen e, network deployment density, relian e on non-deterministi medium a ess
proto ols, et . Furthermore, the development y le requires eld testing and debugging that are labor-intensive,
resulting in in reased development time and ost, whi h
makes it di ult to authoritatively test the system before
its target deployment.
We des ribe a ase study that evaluates a design methodology geared to the WSN domain. The strength of the
proposed methodology is in its integrated design approa h,
i.e. fa ilitating a development pro ess from spe i ation
down to the implementation level with tools supporting
translation, testing and debugging. Moreover, we believe
that the methodology is exible and ongurable, so that
it an a ommodate dierent levels of the modeling and
design pro ess. The method presented here onsists of
three phases. The rst phase, a highlevel spe i ation
of the system, is urrently based on a tool named Distributed Cooperation (DisCo), see Kurki-Suonio (2003).
DisCo assumes an a tionoriented model of omputation.
Su h models dier from expli it ow ontrol models; in
parti ular, the DisCo system allows for a topdown design
approa h in in remental steps of renement and omposition based on omponents or `layers' of behaviors whi h
repla e the traditional pro edural modules.

FSMoriented lightweight OS for WSNs. The intermediate level, whi h bridges the gap between the two, translates
the spe i ation to an automatonbased model. We show
that, at the automaton level of modeling, the spe i ation
an be tightly orrelated to the a tual system environment, using an operational interpretation of the target
environment and tool apabilities, su h as model he king
and simulation. The environment omponent allows us to
evaluate resour e feasibility in various aspe ts of design:
timing, energy e ien y, omputation/memory, et .
Among the advantages of this modeling method is its
assumption that the system is losed, i.e., the designed
(proper) system as well as the environment in whi h it
will operate are modeled together. The main bent of
in orporating the environment into the spe i ation is
to promote realisti modeling. In the domain of rea tive
systems, su h as those onsisting of wireless sensors, one
advantage brought by in luding the environment in the
model is the possibility of expressing elaborate properties
of the ommuni ation hannel (e.g., interferen e, mobility), or apturing user intera tion and operation patterns.
Su h elaborate models have already been re ognized and
in orporated in simulation environments for system performan e evaluation, see Gburzynski and Nikolaidis (2006).
We argue that they ould be meaningfully in orporated at
an early design stage as part of the spe i ation.
In this paper we report on our evaluation of two methods
of testing and transforming the high level spe i ation into
the intermediate level of modeling:

The nal (third) phase for the intended implementation
target is related to the apabilities of the Pi OS operating
system, see Akhmetshina et al. (2003), a lo ally developed
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(1) a basi simulator/ oordination environment based on
the DisCo tool set, see Aaltonen et al. (2001), and
(2) a translation/redu tion to a timed automaton model
using the UPPAAL language and tool, see Behrmann
et al. (2004).
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We hope that all these onsiderations will fa ilitate a
separation of on erns in the software and embedded
design. We intend to extend the evaluation of high-level
spe i ation methods over other methodologies. With the
intermediate level model we an integrate the design
with other tools and verify the fun tional properties of
that design. At this stage we an introdu e additional
non-fun tional properties, su h as resour e onstraints,
timing onsiderations and energy aspe ts of the design
(as des ribed in the example presented in this paper).
Moreover, the intermediate level model an be assigned
network and ommuni ation abstra tions whi h an vary
by the detail level of the spe i ations.

Fig. 1. Overview of the design methodology.
Ongoing work is targeting the extension of the presented
basi method of translation towards its omplete automation.
The rest of the paper is stru tured as follows. In se tion 2 we present a ba kground of the design ar hite ture,
and in se tion 3 we show a basi design in the DisCo
system, whi h is used as a ase study. In se tion 4 we
detail the domain spe i Simulation and Coordination
Environment and des ribe its operational interpretation
model and algorithmi s. Se tion 5 dis usses the UPPAAL
example design fo using on the basi translation methods
to the automaton form. In se tion 6, we des ribe the results
of feasibility tests applied to the example models in the
two translation methods. Se tion 7 reviews the related
work on design tools and methods (for embedded systems,
in luding real time), and in se tion 8 we on lude the paper
with a brief dis ussion of future work.
2. BACKGROUND
An overview of our proposed methodology is depi ted in
Fig. 1. We have sele ted the automatonbased transformation as the basis for the modeling method and as an
intermediate level of modeling. First, it is a sound and
proved modeling method being on eptually easy to grasp.
Se ond, it lends itself to a wide range of spe i ation
methods/paradigms of design that an be translated into
this format. Moreover, within its framework, we an utilize the vast options of modeling tools, e.g., UPPAAL,
see Behrmann et al. (2004) (our hoi e in this paper), or
ASM languages, see Farahbod et al. (2007); Ouimet and
Lundqvist (2008), and take advantage of its apabilities for
testing and veri ation. Lastly, this approa h is already
lose to the FSM paradigm of Pi OS, whi h onstitutes
our implementation target.

In the nal stage, the intermediate automaton models
need to be translated to a `de- entralized' ar hite ture,
i.e., to the target distributed system. The nal result
will produ e multiple automaton models representing the
deployed nodes and the environment. The Pi OS threads
are losely related to an FSM format, and the spe ial
semanti s of Pi OS threads and spe i embedded system
servi es need to be a ounted for on ea h of the deployed
nodes. To support testing of the designs, we plan using the Pi OS simulation ounterpart: SMURPH/VUEE,
see Gburzynski and Nikolaidis (2006), as a feedba k to
the dened properties of the model. Thus, for example,
in the emulation setting the environment models an be
translated to SMURPH `Client' models to attain realisti
simulations, and dynami properties an be veried using
SMUPRH `Observer' models.
Next, we present the key features of our hoi es for
spe i ation, renement, and implementation.
2.1 DisCo
The high-level spe i ation method is based on a spe i ation tool named Distributed Cooperation (DisCo),
see Kurki-Suonio (2003). The DisCo language is built on
two basi onstru ts: `A tions' and typed `Obje ts'. A tions (also termed `Joint A tions') have an operational interpretation: they are intended to represent the operations
for the system, as it hanges its state from one to another.
Obje ts are ontainers of data spe ied by lass types.
The system state is the ombination of all lass instan es
along with the values of internal variables. The model of
exe ution is assumed to involve interleaved atomi a tions.
System exe utions (or behaviors) are sequen es of a tions
and states interleaved in some order, whereby an a tion
is guaranteed to be ompleted without an interferen e. At
ea h step, an a tion an be preformed if its guard ondition
is enabled and all of its parti ipating obje ts are available.
DisCo follows the formal semanti s of Temporal Logi of
A tions (TLA), see Lamport (1994), and ensures that renement and omposition of omponent-`layers' preserves
basi `safety' properties that have already been tested.
This helps the orre t-by-design approa h, i.e., integration
with other omponents does not fault the system.
DisCo allows for the in orporation of an `Environment'
model, whi h an in lude, for example, omponents to
apture dis rete user intera tion and operation patterns,
or to employ external fun tions to apture ontinuous-time
physi al phenomena, like wireless hannel behavior. The
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a tions). In addition, three urgen y me hanisms: lo ation
invariants, lo ation urgen y, and urgent hannels ater to
spe ial s heduling requirements.
2.3 Pi OS

Fig. 2. ToyBot timing requirements.
ombined support of ontinuous and dis rete time models
is usually termed hybrid modeling.
We note that DisCo spe i ations enable the denitions of
deadline relations between a tions that share a `time' variable. Basi ally, there are two types of deadline relations:
type-I: not later than (event time ≤ Deadline Time) and
type-II: not earlier than (event time ≥ Deadline Time).
Periodi events are ombinations of the two types and are
reset ea h time the event o urs. Fig. 2 shows an example
of timed exe ution dened for our ToyBot. Note that the
top two relations are type-I, while the third one is type-II.
2.2 UPPAAL
UPPAAL, see Behrmann et al. (2004), is a language and
veri ation tool for real-time systems, whi h is based on
the theory of Timed Automata. A timed automaton is
a nite-state ma hine augmented with lo k variables.
The UPPAAL language oers additional features, su h
as bounded integer variables, whi h an be used, as in
a programming language, to update the system state.
Another spe ial avor of the UPPAAL system is that time
variables assume dis rete values, instead of real values in
the general model. In addition the UPPAAL tool in ludes
a query language to spe ify properties that an be tested
by the model- he king apabilities.
A system is modeled as a network of several automata
working in parallel. The automata an hange their state
by `ring' edges (or transitions) that hange their lo ations
and set new values to variables. A fundamental hara teristi of the network is that lo k variables progress at the
same rate. The system state is dened by the lo ations of
all automata, the values of the dis rete variables, and the
lo k onstraints values. The automata may syn hronize
through spe ial ` hannel' variables. In ee t, the syn hronization a tions produ e a joint state hange among the
syn hronized automata. This last point is a major semanti similarity to the `Joint A tion' prin iple of the DisCo
system. A transition (either syn hronous or not) is enabled
by a predi ate `guard' ondition. Additional features make
it possible to dene priorities and s heduling properties.
Committed lo ations model atomi a tions, whi h are
a ted upon immediately (before any other non-Committed

The spe ial hara teristi s of WSN have driven eorts
to simplify appli ation development. The most popular
WSN OS platform, TinyOS, see Levis et al. (2005); Hui
(2004), provides omponents for self sustained exe ution
environments, whi h in lude abstra tions for ommuniation, s heduling and embedded servi es. TinyOS programs are based on single-threaded ode with multipleevent handlers. Event handling omponents need to be
glued together through interfa es in a style reminis ent
of oordination models and languages. This is in ontrast to the more familiar model of multi-threading and
blo king system alls, whi h are usually deemed as being
resour e expensive. An answer to these on erns is Pi OS,
see Akhmetshina et al. (2003), a lo ally developed, lowoverhead sensor operating system. Similar to TinyOS,
Pi OS is also entered around events, but it provides a
lean me hanism of multi-tasking featuring a nite state
ma hine (FSM) type of abstra tion.
While Pi OS solves many of the hallanges of e ient
programming for the individual nodes, it la ks support for
a system level view of the whole solution at the distributed
(network) level. Hen e the need to assist the development
with a global-view methodology as the one presented in
this paper.
The exe ution dynami s of Pi OS resemble a o-routine
ow of ontrol, whi h is hard to tra k and non-deterministi .
Moreover, e ient omponent re-use requires expertise
and a need to understand the detailed ar hite ture of the
system. Our present work attempts to address these issues
by providing a model based development environment for
WSN. The environment should be ongurable, based on
sound formalisms, and lose to the semanti s. We hope to
fa ilitate modularity and easy ode reuse through design
methods oriented towards omponents and aspe ts, and
provide tools for automati synthesis of ode, where the
target obje t programs are Pi OS appli ations (so- alled
praxes, see Boers et al. (2009)). Moreover, we hope to
support implementation level testing through simulations
oupled to the property he king apabilities at the model
level.
3. SPECIFICATION: AN EXAMPLE
Consider a `ToyBot' (robot) node with sensing and reporting operations and a movement omponent on a 2D
grid. The example is inspired by the model in Kurki-Suonio
(2003), whi h we rene to illustrate the introdu tion of the
environment and the resour e onsumption into the model.
The layered stru ture of the spe i ation is depi ted in
Fig. 3.
The SenseConsume layers spe ify the a quisition of data
from a sensing operation, buering data in lo al memory
and the onsumption of data by some `abstra t' onsumer.
The Memory buer a ts as a mediator between the two
a tions. The ode snippet (the right part of Fig. 3) demonstrates the syntax of layering. The Basi _Memory layer
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Fig. 3. The SenseConsume layers (left) and snippet of memory model renement (right).
denes the ReadMemory and WriteMemory operations (at
this level we model only the apa ity and utilization of the
memory). The ConsumerMem layer extends and renes
the memory-read operation (note that it imports the Basi _Memory layer) by a two phased a tion. For brevity, we
detail only the se ond phase in a tion ConsumeMemRdy.
The `...' syntax indi ates the in lusion of all onditions and
operations of previous layers. The SensorMem layer (not
shown here) renes the memory-write operation. Finally,
both ConsumerMem and SensorMem layers are merged in
the next layer, Sense-Consume. The TimedSenseConsume
layer imports a generi real-time event, whi h is then
`super-imposed' or `asso iated' with the SensorMem and
ConsumeMem operations (for periodi data strobes and
delayed two phase data onsumption). The TimedToyBot
layers (the dashed box on the left) dene the node's mobility operations, similar to the example in Kurki-Suonio
(2003), in orporating a ontrol loop: a read a tion to get
movement data, and omputing the ontrol a tion that
sets the engine power.
The Environment omponent in ludes a model to rea t to
the oeration of all nodes and to simulate an environment
to all its inputs. Thus, for example, the environment model
translates the a tuator values of engine power to a eleration/speed/lo ation through a simple physi al simulation.
The environment omponent is unique in that it a ommodates external modules whi h an be invoked to parti ipate
in the simulated environments. In the spe i ation syntax
these modules need to be dened by `fun tion' onstru ts.
4. OPERATIONAL INTERPRETATION
The DisCo joint-a tion abstra tion represents a system
where exe utions are interleaved sequen es of atomi a tions. It was shown in Kurki-Suonio (1993) that using an

interleaved model does not onstraint the implementation,
or (in our ase) simulation, from modeling on urrent exeution. Namely, unrelated a tions and obje t parti ipants
are allowed to be operating at the same time. Moreover, in
onstru ting the model, the granularity of a tions an be
freely dened. Hen e, if the start and end of an event is dened by two separate a tions, then several su h events an
o ur on urrently. To apture the timing requirements inluded in the models, the simulation uses a non-de reasing
global time variable, and ea h a tion of the DisCo model
impli itly in ludes a time variable expressing its a tivation
time. The basi operational interpretation of the jointa tion abstra tion assumes that a tions are, in essen e,
provide a syn hronization me hanism between their parti ipating obje ts. In this interpretation, the simulation
requires that ea h of the model obje ts (e.g., memory, sensors) be asso iated with a resour e, like a pro essor or an
independent hardware sub-module. Thus, in the example
model, the onsumer obje t in the ConsumerMem read
a tion (Fig. 3) an belong to a dierent pro essor than
that of the Sensor obje t of the SensorMem a tion, so as
to simulate ommuni ation by means of their joint a tion.
4.1 Simulation and Coordination Environment
The simulation and oordination environment utilizes the
prin iples of the s enario animator tool of the DisCo toolset, see Aaltonen et al. (2001), to exe ute simulation runs.
In this format, the generated Java lasses (from the toolompiler) are the basi exe uted omponents, and they are
augmented with `foreign- oded' fun tions that an model
the environment.
The simulation algorithm emulates the interleaving model.
At ea h step one of the enabled a tion is non-deterministi ally
sele ted with its parti ipating obje ts. An a tion is enabled
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only if there are available obje ts to parti ipate in it. At
ea h time slot, several a tions an be performed, given that
they are not dependent on ea h others obje ts' pro essor
resour es. On e there are no other possible a tions in a
time slot, the simulator performs an `Environment' a tion
as part of the losed world assumption.
5. DISCO TRANSLATION TO UPPAAL
AUTOMATON
First we shall give a brief motivation for our translation
method. As noted, the basi semanti s of the joint-a tion
in DisCo are similar to the syn hronized operation of
automata: both preform simultaneous updates to several
obje ts (or automata) in a single `atomi ' step. While in
the UPPAAL model the automata in lude both the state of
obje ts (su h as lo al data) and a tions (su h as transition
edges), the DisCo model denes separately obje ts and
a tions. Obje ts are data ontainers, while a tions are parameterized with parti ipating obje ts. Thus, in the translation method, we need to aggregate for ea h obje t-based
automaton the set of joint-a tions that it parti ipates in.
Other aspe ts of the a tion translation method on ern
DisCo's joint-a tion guard se tion whi h an be dire tly
translated to the automaton's edge guard onditions. The
body of joint a tions performs updates to the state/data
of the parti ipating obje ts. In the UPPAAL language, the
basi method of sharing data between automata is through
global variables. For this purpose, any data passed between
obje ts (i.e., non-lo al) needs to be designated as a global
variable, whi h is a essible to other automata. In essen e
these, an be seen as a type of basi messaging among
obje ts. The general method of translation needs to handle
some additional in ompatibilities and provide for a more
formal des ription of the redu tion method. These issues
are beyond the s ope of the present paper. We demonstrate
an example translation to a part of the model presented
in se tion 3. The snippet in Fig. 4 presents the a tion
headers that orrespond to the TimedSenseConsume layer
of Fig. 3.
Noti e that the WriteMemory(..) operation now in ludes
the s:Sensor obje t, and the onsumer read operations:
ConsumeData(..) and ConsumeRdyFromMem(..) in lude
the :ConsumeState obje t. The onsumer operation is
split into two: ConsumeData starts a time period (spe ied by the dlTo parameter), ConsumeRdyFromMem is
a tivated after a time-out expires. Note that only ConsumeRdyFromMem dire tly renes the ReadMemory operation of the higher level layers. The automaton network
representing the TimedSenseConsume layer is depi ted in
Fig. 5.
The Basi Memory automaton has two syn hronized transition edges: the read operation on the right and the write
operation on the left. The read operation is syn hronized
with the ConsumerMem automaton through the hannel
variable rd_trig tagged with ` ?' indi ating that it is the
re eiver of the signal. The write operation is syn hronized
with the SensorMem automaton through the hannel variable wr_trig, similarly tagged with ` ?' to mark it as the
re eiver. The transmitting hannel sour es are tagged with
` !' in the ConsumerMem and SensorMem automata, whi h
means that they are the transmitters of the signal. Also

Fig. 5. TimedSenseConsume UPPAAL automaton
note that the variable m is a lo al variable of the Basi Memory automaton and it dire tly orresponds to the
Memory lass data of layer Basi Memory in Fig. 3.
Next, we onsider the operation of ea h automaton in
more detail. The edges of SensorMem orrespond to the
WriteMemory(..) operation. The variable x orresponds
to the lo al lo k and the transition from the INIT state
resets its value. The edge from state RDY to SAMPLE
is a tivated on e the guard ondition (x==Pd) holds.
Pd is a onstant dened as the duration of the sampling
period. In addition, the ondition (x<=Pd), dened by
the RDY lo ation, is an invariant. That invariant implies
that the transition from RDY to SAMPLE must be red
on e x equals the sampling period (and thus no deadlo k is
possible). The edge transition updates the global variable
wr_len, whi h sets the write blo k length. The value
is later read by the Basi Memory automaton when the
syn hronized operation is a tivated. The `U' mark in state
SAMPLE signies that the state is urgent, i.e., time should
not pass in this state. Thus, the next transition from state
SAMPLE to RDY o urs in the same `virtual' time as the
previous step (although in an ordered fashion) and triggers
the syn hronized operation with the signal wr_trig!,
whi h res the left edge of Basi Memory as well.
In the ConsumerMem automaton, the variable y orresponds to the lo al lo k, and the transition from
the INIT state resets its value. The automaton also inludes the states BUSY and READY with the edges between them orresponding to the a tions ConsumeData(..)
and ConsumeRdyFromMem(..). The edge from READY
to BUSY is a tivated only after a time-out lo k ondition (y==delay) is satised (the guard ondition of the
edge). The edge transition also updates the global variable
rd_len to set the read blo k length. The value is later
read by the Basi Memory automaton, on e the edge from
BUSY to READY a tivates the syn hronized operation
(with signal rd_trig!) and the Basi Memory automaton
res the right edge a tion.
One additional detail to note in the above example is
that the BUSY to READY edge in the ConsumerMem
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layer TimedSenseConsume is
rened ConsumeData( dlTo:real;

:ConsumeState ) of
ConsumeData( )
rened ConsumeRdyFromMem( m:Memory; len:integer; :ConsumeState )
ConsumeMemRdy&ReadMemory ( , m, len)
rened WriteMemory ( m:Memory; len: integer; s: Sensor) of
WriteMemory ( m, len )

of

Fig. 4. Snippet of TimedSenseConsume Layer A tions.
automaton is urgent, whi h means that it should be `red'
as soon as its guard is enabled. In our ase, the guard
is a ombination of the syn hronized a tion edges and
in ludes the guard ondition of a Basi Memory edge, i.e.,
(m.ptr > rd_len). The above example also shows the
possibilities of timing translation, periodi timing in the
ase of SensorMem and no earlier deadline, using a ombination of lo ks and urgent edges in the ConsumerMem
automaton.
6. SIMULATION AND EARLY FEASIBILITY TEST
RESULTS
We applied the dened timing s heme of the example to a
2-level memory hierar hy model (RAM and Flash), with
the obje tive to determine the buering needs. Namely, the
model assumed that the non-volatile Flash memory is the
onsumer of data and, hen e, it renes the ConsumerMem
layer introdu ing an external module to model the write
timing behavior of the Flash. The test losely emulates
the real-time onstraints from Gburzynski and Kaminska
(2008).
The results in Table 1 ompare the two translation s hemes
introdu ed in previous se tions: the simulation runs exe uted with the a ommodated DisCo tool-set environment, and the UPPAAL model he ker tool.
The onsumer read operation is a two stage operation
(Read and Rdy) whi h is added in the timing module of
the Flash devi e. The s enario depi ts a simple ase of
periodi reads and writes: sampling 12 bytes every 8 time
units, and reading a 40-byte blo k (to be subsequently
written to the Flash) every 20 time units. The base ase
validates the integrity of the two models, showing the
same result for this deterministi s enario (whi h requires
a maximum buer size of 54 bytes). The se ond row
llustrates the varian e in a s enario with random onsumer
timing, whi h was modeled using the simulation tool. The
delay is a random fun tion with an average of 20 time units
and the varian e of 7; the maximum buer size observed
in this ase was 84 bytes. The third row orresponds to the
ase where an oset between the onsumer read lo k and
the sensor write lo k was added in the UPPAAL model.
As shown, this an in rease the amount of buer spa e
required. The fourth and subsequent rows show the results
of a jitter and delay model applied in the UPPAAL tool.
A point to noti e is that the UPPAAL tool he ks the
entire state spa e; hen e, its results are the denitive
property of the system, whereas the simulation runs may
only amount to several random (a idental) s enarios
whi h not ne essarily explore all extreme ases. On the
other hand, the UPPAAL models an not use random
models.

7. RELATED WORK
The AADL (Ar hite ture Analysis and Design Language),
see SAE International (2006), is an industry supported
standard to model and analyze the design of embedded
systems. The standard also suggests a top-down design
approa h with the intention to model the whole system
and to guarantee its properties. The standard in ludes
tools and extensions to support analysis, real-time design,
distributed middle-ware, and automati ode generation
from the early stages of design. Yet, the language is
primarily on erned with the non-fun tional properties
of omponents and their interfa es where the behavioral
properties need to be given by sour e ode in another
programming language. Moreover, AADL applies to large
embedded systems with adequate resour es, and has not
beenapplied to the WSN domain.
The work by the ISIS-group at Vanderbilt University,
see Porter et al. (2009), provides an extensive ar hite ture
for integrated development environment of embedded ontrol systems. The system in ludes a suite of design tools
and languages, and it partially supports AADL standards.
The ISIS tool hain aims to provide a unied environment
that an integrate disparate aspe ts, e.g., safety- riti al
embedded designs, while providing separation of on erns
between software and engineering, e.g., hardware and platforms. The graphi al ar hite ture des ription language ESMoL in orporates designs from the Simulink and Stateow
sub-languages whi h are the basis of the modeling environment. In addition, the ISIS Generi Modeling Environment
tool (GME) an also be in luded for high level models,
see ISIS (2008), together with other domain spe i modeling languages. The tools support a wide range of hardware
and platforms and various ommuni ation types, buses,
Ethernet, et . Currently, real time ontrol design is based
on time triggered ar hite tures, see Kopetz and Bauer
(2001). Our proposed ar hite ture shares many of the
obje tives and on epts of the ISIS group proje t, while intentionally spe ializing for WSN appli ations (deployment
in simple motes with limited resour es ommuni ating over
a wireless hannel). Also, the present version of ESMoL
does not use formal requirements as the basis of design as
ours does.
Other notable approa hes in the WSN domain in lude
ma ro-programming languages and environments, their
goal being to enable programming a whole solution at the
network level. Those approa hes apply mostly to lasses of
related/similar problems in WSNs. For example, TinyDB,
see Madden et al. (2005), is intended for hierar hi al sensor
data olle tion through the use of SQL language and a
Database abstra tion. The solutions provided (through
ompilation) are a family of similar proto ols based on
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Table 1. Experimental Results

Evaluation Type (12 byte samples, 40 byte reads)
Base Case
Random Case
Oset ≤ 40
Oset ≤ 40 & Jitter ≤ 8
Oset ≤ 40 & Jitter ≤ 10
Oset ≤ 40 & Jitter ≤ 12

DisCo Sim-Coord Buer Size
read/write periods: 8/20
52
read/write periods: 8/20±7
84
read/write periods

read/write periods

read/write periods

read/write periods


TinyOs implementations that all fall under the umbrella
of data aggregation te hniques and are based on the
formation of spanning trees a ross the network.
8. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The development of rea tive embedded systems is parti ularly sensitive to real time and resour e requirement
onsiderations. By bringing them into the model at the
early stages of spe i ation, we are able to test for the feasibility of the design before ommitting to detailed implementation. The demonstrated results are very preliminary.
We plan to extend the modeling apabilities of the hybrid
environment by in luding additional models su h as those
of the wireless hannel, user intera tion properties, energy
onsumption, and energy management omponents. One
of the major hallenges is to extend the spe i ation methods to a distributed setting, i.e., a network of nodes, and
to onstru t new systems/appli ations and ontrol solutions. Moreover, we are interested in integrating existing
library omponents into the models. These mostly in lude
network algorithms and abstra tions whi h have proved
implementations. Three notable examples are: routing proto ols, see Gburzynski et al. (2007), self-stabilizing robust
network proto ols (e.g., for leader ele tion), lo alized network abstra tions (e.g., `neighborhood' lustering abstra tions, see Whitehouse et al. (2004)). Finally, the design of
automated ompilation tools is an integral part of the environment. As a rst step, we intend to omplete the DisCo
spe i ation translation into UPPAAL format. At a later
stage, the ompilation into Pi OS-based implementations
is our goal.
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